Rookie Corner - 112

by JollySwagman
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1

Across
6 Dean and I drink
together (7)
7/20 Easy as reducing a
mathematical
function (7,3,1,3)
9/25/28 Easy equals Zen
with mopy eyes
blurred (5,5,7)

14 Maybe easy to
annoy Sir after tea
(6)
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20 See 7
23 It might be easy to
cut a record in
German using
English notation
principally (9)
25 See 9
27 That's nothing.
Take it easy. Not
even I'd get cross
about rust (7)
28 See 9
Down
1 You are to go on
stage left, pursued
by a bear! (4)
2 De-clutter your den
first - it needs it!
(4,2)
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16 Sam's easy according to
Lionel! (6,7)
19 Walpole Society's
going in for a bit of
glory with you
leading parade.
Keep that under
your hat (4,2)
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10 They reduce travel
between home and
work (9)
11 Compensation for
Yap's absence!
(4,3)
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3 Diana's 100. That
might be a record
(4)
4 Great! Bear up and
keep going (6,2)
5 I'm stealing makeup for Pip (4,6)
6 Second pub is
opening but it's out
of spirits (6)
7 Celebrity means
nothing to me (4)
8 No airs! (5)
12 They say the
people who work
here deliver the
goods while the
customers just laze
around (6,4)
13 Ma's toy-boy. O
you should see
him! (2-2)
15 In here parent is
like a teacher.
Crazy! (4)

17 It's easy to go with
this diet - you are
cutting lunch and
carbohydrates
initially (8)
18 Cagney's in trouble
with the FBI? (6)
19 Lionel's single?
You're kidding! (5)
21 Plug is needed that's motorracing's drawback
(4,2)
22 Female setter's
possibly getting
high on this in
America (4)
24 Flaubert does not
'ave wind (4)
26 Suitable present (4)

26

